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UM RESEARCHERS HELP UNRAVEL MYSTERY OF GIANT CLAM FOSSILS 
MISSOULA-
Researchers at The University of Montana and Texas A&M University have discovered 
fossils of a previously unknown family and species of giant clam that were shaped like big 
Mexican hats.
George Stanley Jr., a UM geology professor and paleontologist, and his student Raylene 
Beier-Gettis found the fossils during the mid-1980s while exploring a limestone quarry in 
northeastern Oregon. The outlines of the flying saucer-shaped critters -  some 3-feet in diameter -  
were found silhouetted in white in a wall of black limestone.
An expert on modem and ancient coral reefs, Stanley at first thought the fossils were 
sponges or some kind of unknown calcified organism. However, they couldn’t separate the 
fossils from the rocks to make a more accurate determination without damaging the remains.
So they carted the fossils -  some entombed in 400 pounds of rock -  back to UM’s 
Paleontology Collections. Beier-Gettis did her senior thesis on the remains, but their true nature 
remained veiled in stone. X-rays also proved ineffective, since the fossils and the surrounding 
material, or matrix, had similar densities.
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Stanley says there are two ways for paleontologists to make discoveries; hunt down 
fossils the old-fashioned way in the field or start studying the many unidentified specimens 
languishing in museums and collections around the country. He shopped the fossils around to 
other experts in his field until Thomas Yancey, a researcher from Texas A&M, took an interest in 
them two years ago.
After the specimens were shipped to him, Yancey used a special drill and preparation 
tools and more than 50 hours of painstaking labor to remove the stone surrounding the fossils.
His efforts paid off to reveal the inner features of an unknown species of giant clam, which had 
strange wing-like extensions surrounding their central body cavities.
“It was nice to get another mystery solved,” Stanley said.
He and Yancey theorize that the giant clams used chambers inside their shell extensions 
to nurture and house algae. Stanley suggests that the shells may have been partially translucent, 
or the clams may have used some form of natural fiber optics, to allow light to pass through their 
shells to their algae “crops.” Thus these ancient clams would have been farmers, growing 
symbiotic algae within their shells. At any rate, the algae may have helped the clams by 
manufacturing food, and the researchers postulate that this symbiotic relationship may have 
helped the clams attain their giant sizes, allowing them to grow up to 10 times faster than 
normal-sized clams.
All this was so unusual, that Stanley and Yancey assigned the clams to a new family, 
Wallowaconchidae, named for the spectacular Wallowa Mountains in Oregon where they were 
discovered. Their findings regarding the clams were published in the February 1999 issue of 
Palaeontology, a British journal.
Stanley said the now-extinct clams lived during the Triassic period about 200 million
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years ago. The tossils were found grouped together, and the researchers believe they lived in 
shallow lagoons behind coral reefs. These lagoons were most likely located around isolated 
volcanic islands — ones similar to Tahiti or Fiji -  which were located in the eastern Pacific.
Identical specimens of these strange clams have since turned up in the Yukon and at an 
equally distant site in Sonora, Mexico. Stanley often uses fossils to test theories about plate 
tectonics, and he believes the varied locations where the clams have been found demonstrate how 
large junks of geologic real estate were moved by faults -  such as the San Andreas -  thousands 
of miles along the edge of North America.
“I believe the clams were living in isolation around an island like the Galapagos,” he said, 
“and eventually plate tectonics brought them crashing into North America. Later fault systems 
moved them north and south.”
He said the clam fossils may help geologists reconstruct a map of what the Pacific looked 
like 200 million years ago.
Stanley said UM’s Paleontology Collections have more UPOs -  Unidentified 
Paleontological Objects -  waiting to have their true natures revealed.
“It’s always fun to study something bizarre and unusual like these clams,” he said.
Stanley researches a variety of topics relating to invertebrate paleontology, paleoecology 
and paleogeology. UM classes he teaches include History of Life, Paleontological Techniques, 
and Catastrophes and Mass Extinctions.
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Note: A photo of George Stanley is available upon request, as well as drawings or photos of the 
clams.
